Located at the corner of Roberts Street & 2nd Ave, N. in Fargo, North Dakota, Downtown Development is located next to the heart of the revival effort going on along Broadway.

One of the most attractive qualities of this site had to be its central location between the two downtown NDSU campuses. By being located in the heart of the city, the proposed facility's location is in line with the renewed downtown scene.

The site offered a new plot shape than the long and linear ones of the current Fargo landscape. This unique site really helped to shape the building and its structure.
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Unique to the skyline of Fargo, the Downtown Development brings much needed retail and nightlife to the area surrounding Broadway in East Fargo and replaces the places that historically provided this service (Walgreens). This development itself also emphasizes the historical elements used of the Broadway area.

The goal of the Downtown Development is to bring the idea of self-sufficiency to the urban landscape. By developing places within an urban setting that can provide the necessities of life, people will be able to reduce their wasteful use of cars, and simply stop wasting so much time heading all around the city just to run a few simple errands.